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This term, Winter 2006, I enrolled in Anthropology 401, an independent study 

where I was responsible for designing and implementing an Archaeology exhibit in 

Leyburn Library. My independent study was to be supervised by Laura Galke. The 

exhibit was set to be on display in Leyburn, in the two display cases on the main floor, 

during the month of February (February 1, 2006-February 28, 2006). 

For the first display case, I was to focus on the 2005 Spring Tenn 'Dig' that took 

place at the Newcomb East site. The basic question the display sought to answer was the 

following: What were your fellow students up to last spring term? I used lots ofphotos 

of the student participants in this dig to spark the interest of those walking past these 

exhibits. The goal of the excavations was to discover evidence of the two dormitories 

that stood on that site in 1804 and 1835. The exhibit displayed some of the findings and 

some of the tools used in excavations. 

The second display case focused on excavations throughout the years at 

Washington and Lee University, concentrating mostly on the excavations that took place 

at Liberty Hall in the 1970s. The general question the display sought to answer was the 

following: W&L students have been 'digging' for years, what have they uncovered? This 

display case involved brochures from the first excavations that took place in the 1970s at 

Liberty Hall and pictures of these excavations. The exhibit also displayed a set ofrules 

from Liberty Hall Academy and small finds students uncovered at the excavations that 

proved students were not necessarily following those rules. 

As instructed by Laura Galke, when dealing with the artifacts chosen for the 

exhibit, I made use of archival, acid-free materials to ensure the artifacts were not harmed 

or altered. These acid-free materials included everything from the pull-slips placed in the 



bags while the artifacts were removed to the pens used to write information on the pull-

slips. Further, the boxes used to transport the artifacts were made of archlval, acid-free 

material to ensure the preservation of the artifacts. The artifacts were pulled correctly 

and returned safe and secure to their original bags after the exhibit was taken down. 

During this independent study I also became more knowledgeable about tactics of 

creating and displaying an exhibit. For example, I had to experiment with the font size of 

the writing I used in the exhibits to ensure it would catch the eyes of those passing by. I 

also had to adjust the size of the photos used in the exhibit for this same reason. There 
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was a balance ofphotos and text that I had to "ensure I took notiG@..-Of~-
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taking the time to enjoy it. 

During the month of February, I made sure to keep up with the display case and 

luckily I did as after only a week or so much of the paper in the cases began to curl up 

and ruined the overall appearance of the exhibit. I was able to arrange to have these fly 

away comers secured. If I were to design and implement another exhibit I would make 

sure everything in the exhibit was firmly secured in the beginning to save the hassle. 

Overall, this project was a great opportunity. It allowed me to learn about various 

excavations that have taken place at Washington and Lee, how to take proper care of 

artifacts, and techniques on how to create exhibits. The study was organized well by 

Laura Galke and I thoroughly enjoyed the experience. In addition, by observing students 

and faculty enjoy the displays and through various comments I think the exhibit was a 

success! 
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1/6/2006 Met with Laura Galke, discussed syllabus 1 

1/11/2006 Reviewed documents, gathered background information 2 

1/16/2006 Beoan formulating plan for display cases - Researched exhibit protocols 2 

1/19/2006 Met with Laura Galke, became familiar with the Archaeology lab, discussed ideas 3 

1/24/2006 Worked in lab (desianed rouah layout of both cases) 8 

1/26/2006 Worked in lab (printed pies, typed up explanations for cases) 3 

1/30/2006 Worked in lab (pulled artifacts, typed up comments for cases, printed pies) 8 

1/31/2006 Worked in lab (printed final colored pies, backed photos, last minute designs) 6 

211/2006 Mounted display in Levbum 0.5 

2/9/2006 Checked on exhibit, arranged to have fly away papers secured 0.5 

2/28/2006 Took down display 0.5 

3/8/2006 Typed up written report 2 

Total Hours 36.5 
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